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Introduction: 

 

Literally thousands of hotwives seek bulls. No exaggeration. 

Bulls are not as plentiful as you might think. Most men do know 

how to meet or how to recognize hotwives in their own area. It is 

not easy for a good-looking "hot" wife to find a willing lover, 

especially if she wants to remain private. Here is your guide to 

become a lover for dozens of local naughty wives in nearly every 

city in America. Bulls come in any race, color, and size. 

WANTED   

Local Wives Seeking Sex 
 

Thousands Of Hotwives Are Starving For SEX! 

This powerful ebook's mission is for you to discover exactly what 

a "bull" is and what his role should be with a naughty Hotwife. 

This book leaves nothing out – you'll find all the tricks to being a 

popular "bull" among many hotwives, and you'll learn the 

horrific mistakes to avoid. Being a popular "bull" can be 

extremely exciting and almost addicting.  

We've Met Lots Of "Men" Who Enjoy SEX with Local 

Wives, And They Often Reveal Their Secrets. 

You will learn "How YOU Can Become a Bull or Lover for Naughty 

Hotwives."  Discover how to find hotwives and how to leave the 

"hotwife" wanting more. Learn about common mistakes and how 

you can avoid the pitfalls.  We expose it all for YOU. 



Most Single Men (21 to 35 or so) are Usually on the 

Prowl (day and night) – Trying to Find Sex. It's Usually 

Hit and Miss.  Become a "Bull" -  Learn how to get Good 

Sex almost regularly. 

Most single men on the prowl (day and night) are trying to find a 

woman to have sex with. What a life, huh?  Some men do not 

want to marry a woman yet. They wish to SEX.  Some men enter 

into a 2 to 3-year relationship just for Sex. Isn't this selfish? We 

have a different approach for men who only want sex or are not 

ready for marriage.  Why not be a wanted BULL in your area?  

Dating women for Sex is wasting your time and the precious time 

of the woman.  Maybe you should give her the freedom so she 

can meet someone for marriage and a family. It's almost selfish 

to steal a woman's time from her just for Sex.   

A BULL does not waste a woman's time.  A hotwife is 

already content and secure in her marriage.  A hotwife only 

wants SEX – just like you.  So, we suggest you fuck Hotwives and 

leave the other women to find their true mate in life.  What do 

you think? 

The Secret To Meeting Hundreds Of Naughty Hotwives. 

By the way, we also provide the secret method many bulls use to 

meet literally hundreds of Hotwives – no matter where you live. 

Many hotwives will be local to your area. This one secret can 

change your sex life. Bulls want to play with hotwives because it's 

usually very safe, fun, clean, and the Sex is always free with 

several perks.  Plus, the bull is very much appreciated. 

What Are the Benefits of Being a Bull? 



There are a variety of benefits.  

1. The #1 benefit is good Sex!  

2. The #2 benefit is; good Sex with a wide variety of women. 

3. The #3 benefit is FREE Sex! 

4. The #4 benefit – most bulls are treated with respect. 

5. The #5 benefit is the excitement.  

6. The #6 benefit – save money on dates if Sex is your 

ultimate mission. 

7. The #7 benefit – fewer worries concerning STDs. 

8. The #8 benefit – ego boost in satisfying hotwives. 

9. The #9 benefit – chance to meet fun quality people.  

Possibly a husband is disabled and unable to satisfy his 

beautiful young wife, or maybe the husband has a fetish for 

watching his Hotwife with another man.   

Maybe the husband is bisexual and enjoys watching an 

outstanding sexual performance from the bulls and his wife.  

Maybe the Hotwife has an insatiable sexual appetite and 

needs lots of Sex and many orgasms.   

A Bull can be very useful for many couples depending on their 

individual wants and needs. For many husbands watching 

another man fuck his wife is like watching a LIVE porn show 

– where his wife is the main actress in the porn show. 

This Is The Only Real Book Written For "Bulls."   

We do not waste words – there is NO fluff in this book. It's all 

"MEAT."  We want to keep this book short and to the point.  We 

hope you enjoy your new and exciting life as an impressive "bull" 



for many of the naughty hotwives in your area. Remember, Any 

Man Can be a Bull for Naughty Hotwives if they know-how. 

Let's Dissolve The Myth That Only Bulls Are Black Bulls.  

Bulls come in any race, color, and size. Many hotwives enjoy a 

variety of different types of men. Hotwives usually have other 

preferences.  They want tall men, short men, skinny men, fat 

men, black men, white men, Latinos, small, medium, and large 

cocks.  There are no natural definitive looks or size of a bull for 

Hotwives.  Almost any healthy, able man can be a bull for 

naughty hotwives. 

  



What's Inside: 

INTRODUCTION 

Part One:  What is a bull, and what is his role?   

Part Two:  Bulls Reveal their Stories 

Part Three:  How Bulls Get Noticed and Meet Hotwives. 

Part Four:  16 Horrific Mistakes to Avoid 

Part Five:  How to Get Referrals from Hotwives 

Part Six:  Bonus  - Over 300 Full-Color Sex Positions. 

Recommended reading and more surprises. 

 

  



Part One:  What is a Bull? What is His Role? 

 

This requires repeating. Please rid your mind of the myth that 

the only bull is a black bull. This simply is not true.  Bulls can be 

ANY race or color, or size.  The man's race does not dictate if he 

is a bull or not.  That is ridiculous.   

Some cucks might prefer a black bull --- why? Because for many 

cucks, this is probably the utmost way for him to be humiliated. 

Viewing his wife in the arms of a black man might provide the 

ultimate in mental pain and humiliation for him.    

If you want to know more about cucks and cuckolding, then you 

need to read our book called "Cuckold."  The book "Cuckold" 

goes into great depth about the fetish of cuckolding.  

Hotwives are often the wives of cucks and men who simply enjoy 

watching their lovely wives having Sex with other men.  Hotwives 

get great satisfaction by looking forward to their next sexual 

romp.  Hotwives want different types of men. Let us repeat; 

Many hotwives enjoy a variety of different kinds of men.  

Hotwives usually have different preferences. They enjoy tall men, 

short men, skinny men, fat men, black men, white men, Latinos, 
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and small to medium-sized cocks to large cocks. There are no 

actual definitive looks or size of a bull for Hotwives.   

Hotwives may come in any age, size, race, and breast size as well. 

Most hotwives have their sexual preferences. Most bulls also 

have their preferences as well, as far as what they sexually prefer 

in a woman or Hotwife.  

Don't pay any attention to the porn videos. They often paint a 

totally different picture about how Hotwives look and their 

preferences.  

• We've met Hotwives from 21 years old to 65 years old 

• We've met white hotwives, black, Latino, and even Chinese 

hotwives.  

• We've met hotwives that were small, 100 lbs, and some as 

large as 250 lbs.  

• Hotwives with short hair and long hair.  

• Hotwives with small breasts and others with large breasts. 

• Some hotwives are gorgeous, and some are average, and 

some are below average. 

Thousands of Hotwives from all walks of life, race, and looks are 

starving for bulls.  There are NOT enough bulls around, and 

if there are, they do not know how to get involved or 

how to meet hotwives. 

We've been a member of a sex site for many years. It's where we 

meet people of like-minds. We also attend many private parties 

where many hotwives and husbands meet for fun, friendship, 

and Great Sex. Over the years, we've met hundreds of non-

traditional couples and singles literally.  



Most of the people we've met are very friendly, open and love 

talking about their experiences. We've met many hotwives and 

their husbands who search for bulls but find it not as easy as 

people think. 

What we're trying to say to you is this; nearly any man who has 

the sexual desire to be a "Bull" for hotwives can have a great time 

being the 3rd wheel.  In other words, once you read this book and 

learn all the ins-out of being a good bull, then you should Go For 

It! 

By the way, on the last page of the book, we also provide exactly 

where and how to meet hundreds of Hotwives – no matter where 

you live. Many of the "Hotwives" will probably be local in your 

area or close to where you live right now.  Hotwives are always 

seeking new Bulls! 

Your ultimate role is to be polite, gracious, and satisfy the 

Hotwife. She or her husband will usually provide a few guidelines 

and boundaries. If not, then never be afraid to ask. They will 

surely give you the answers. They want a good and exciting 

performance, just like you do. 

  



Part Two:  Interview with Bulls 

 

We asked very serious and intimate questions: 

We asked their age, first name, and how long they've been a bull 

for couples. Plus, we asked other questions that might surprise 

you.  We asked each bull to relate three of their experiences to 

this book.  These bulls' names are Jeff, Jack, and John (for the 

record). 

Jeff:  Age – 26 – been a bull for about two years.  

How many hotwives have you fucked?  Answer: 18 hotwives" 

What did they look like, "Well, most of the hotwives were under 

30, and most had nice bodies? A couple had some extra padding. 

• What size is your member? Answer: I'm not huge and 

not small. I'm about 6" and about 6" girth.  

• Are you ever asked back the 2nd time?  Answer:  Oh sure, 

many times. 



• How do you meet the hotwives:  Answer:  Usually online, 

but you have to know where to go. 

• What made you decide to be a bull?  Answer: I've heard 

of others doing it, and I took the plunge.   

• Describe a few of your experiences 

Couple A:  They were about 30 years or so.  The husband was a 

professional – A dentist, I believe.  His gorgeous wife works at a 

doctor's office.  They were very nice to me. They treated me to a 

steak dinner and two glasses of wine.  We retreated to the hotel 

room, and I did my duty. The Hotwife helped me take off my 

clothes and immediately sucked my cock. I fucked the man's wife 

for about 2 hours off and on.  He simply sat in a chair and 

stroked his cock while watching me fuck his wife.  It was a great 

evening. I have fucked his Hotwife twice now.  Each time was 

fantastic.  

Couple B:  This a couple about 40 years old. The Hotwife was 

about 38 or 39.  She had some extra padding, but she was supper 

hot in bed.  She sucked my cock very well.  She came good too.  

Her husband also sat in a chair and stroked his cock, and 

watched the performance.  He served us both wine in bed after 

we both came.  This was a very memorable couple and 

experience and very gentle, friendly people. 

Couple C:  This couple was very different.  The husband was a 

cuck, and he wanted his Hotwife to insult him while we fucked.  

She said things like, "Damn, his cock feels good – don't you wish 

you could fuck me as he does?" The husband just watched and 

listened.  And "he knows how to fuck me and make me cum – I 

never cum with you. He makes me cum so good!" She did cum 

too! I've been with three cucks and their hotwives.  



Jack:  Age 35 – has been a bull for about seven years.   

Jack, are you single or married? Answer: Well, I've been 

married for about two years now. I only cheat on my wife with a 

hotwife. I'm sort of addicted to it.  I was a bull for many couples 

before I was married. My wife knows all about me. She's not 

crazy about it, but she understands and accepts me. 

• How many hotwives have you had the pleasure to help 

satisfy?  Answer: About 50 or so, I would say. 

• Where did you meet these hotwives:  Answer: primarily 

online. 

• What size are you?  Answer: I assume you're talking 

about my cock size. I'm only about 7" or so – fairly thick.  

The hotwives seem to like it. I'm not some 9" or 10" 

inches, that's for sure.    

• What race are you?  Answer: I'm just an average white 

guy. 

• Describe a few of your hotwife experiences:   

Couple A:   I remember this couple as being one of my favorites.  

This Hotwife sat me down on the couch and sucked my cock ( in 

front of her husband) so good, she made me explode in her 

mouth. She took every drop of cum.  She said, "I wanted you to 

cum, so you will last longer when you're fucking me." I told her, 

well, I'm sure it will work.  We fucked non-stop in every position 

I knew – she fucked me on top, then we fucked doggie style, and 

I slam fucked her on top.  She wanted me to unload in her mouth 

again, so I did.  She sucked and sucked – she loves to suck cock. 

Her husband sat back and drank his crown on the rocks and 

stroked his cock, and watched.  He loved the show.  After the 

show, the husband asks if we are hungry – he calls the hotel 



kitchen and brings us all lobster tails and backed potatoes.  We 

all ate and laughed – the Hotwife and I drank red wine.  After we 

ate dinner, the Hotwife got my cock hard again, and we fucked 

one more …it was great.  I finally left. It was getting late. 

Couple B:  Most couples will only fuck a bull in a hotel room. 

However, this one couple invited me over to their house.  They 

had a great house with a swimming pool and hot tub.  The 

Hotwife was attractive but not a super model. She was about 45 

years old.  She had double D breasts, and her ass was in good 

proportion with her body.  His husband was about 50 years old.  

A very nice couple – they were good to me.  I fucked his wife in 

and out of the hot tub. We even fucked in the chaise lounge on 

the patio.  Her husband cooked burgers on the grill while we are 

fucking.  He finally stopped grilling, took out his cock, and sat 

down.  He stroked his cock while his wife was fucking me on top.  

He had a great view.  He shot his load – then I came too.  His 

wife had 3 or 4 orgasms during the evening.  We all had a great 

time. 

Couple C:    This particular couple remains a mystery to me.  

They wanted to meet me at a park.  She was naked and lying in 

the back seat of a big Cadillac. Her husband wants us to fuck in 

the back seat – while he suddenly appeared and acted like he just 

caught us fucking – catching his wife cheating is his fetish. While 

we were fucking, he quickly opened the passenger side car door 

and then shouted at us as we're fucking.  She waves him off and 

says, "Oh, go away, you're killing the moment – I'm about to 

cum!" He says, "Well, so, what do you want me to do, sit here 

and watch you cum? She says, "Yes, watch me cum with his big 

hard cock inside of me." I kept fucking because I knew it was all 



an act–role-playing.  She finally screamed, "Oh fuck, I'm cuming 

all over his incredible hard dick!" The husband gets out of the car 

and gets in his car and drives back to their home.  After I came, 

she said, "don't move, I have to be careful. I'm taking your cum 

(inside of me) back to my husband.  He loves to clean and lick it 

up, if you know what I mean.   

It was an exciting experience.  

John:  39 years old – been a bull (on and off ) for years. 

I've been married three times. I like the bull sex life when I'm 

between marriages. It's safe, fun, and no hassles.  There is no 

need to go out to clubs or date dozens of women for Sex. I save 

lots of money, that's for sure. A single man can spend a fortune 

wining and dining women. 

• What is your size:  Answer: I'm almost 8". 

• Physical Description:  Answer: about 5'9" 185 lbs 

• Race:  Answer: Latino – from Argentina 

• Occupation:  Answer: I help build custom homes 

• How many hotwives have you had Sex with?  Answer: At 

least 100 or more 

• Have you enjoyed the experiences?  Answer: Oh yeah! 

• Where do you meet hotwives?  Answer: Various places, 

but primarily online. 

• Please describe a few experiences. 

Couple A:  One Hotwife really sticks in my mind.  She was a 

young hotwife about 25 or so.  Her husband was a rich banker.  

He was about 55 years old, and he was impudent – in other 

words, he couldn't get hard. They contacted me to be her bull for 



the evening.  I was thrilled to be the bull because she was so 

gorgeous.  I do not have movie-star looks; however, I believe she 

just felt comfortable with me.  We met at a lovely hotel lounge.  

We had a few cocktails. Then she was ready to go to the room. 

When we first walked in, the husband poured us some drinks. He 

a bottle of crown royal and vodka.  I had a crown royal with ice.  

The Hotwife went into the bathroom.  She came out wearing a 

very thin see-through robe. I could clearly see her incredible ass.  

The husband sat down on the couch. The hotwife began to 

undress me.  She sat on the edge of the bed. I was standing in 

front of her.  She pulled down my pants and boxers.  She quickly 

grabbed my limp cock and sucked it. I was trying to step out of 

my pants.  She was sucking my cock and removing her thin robe 

at the same time.  I took off my shirt.  She crawled up on the bed, 

totally nude, and opened her legs. I dove down and licked her 

deliciously shaved pussy. She had a very intense orgasm, then I 

mounted her and gave her a good fucking.  Her orgasms were 

terrific. Her soft screams of pleasure were unforgettable.   

The couple contacted me two more times.  Each time was a 

fantastic experience.  She had a near-perfect body.   

Couple B:  This was an older couple. He was about 60 years old. 

She was about 50 years old. She had nice double D breasts.  She 

had lovely rounded hips that I like, and her ass was incredible – 

even for her age. We fucked for at least two hours – off and on.  

She loved to fuck. Her husband had a fetish for watching her 

with other men.  He sat in a chair naked and just jerked off.  I 

fucked his wife in every position known.  She was truly an 

amazing lover. 



Couple C:  This was a cuck hubby.  He liked to be humiliated. 

Her wife compared my 8" cock with his 4" tiny penis many times 

through the fuck session.  He just sat and watched and listen to 

the insults.  She had several orgasms and always complimented 

me as a good lover.  She was about 35 years old and in decent 

shape.  I remember she had large brown nipples and olive 

completion. She also had a long dark hark, and her pussy was 

shaved clean.  Her pussy almost had no taste – she was squeaky 

clean.  

 

  



Part Three:  How Bulls Find and Meet Hotwives. 

 

Most bulls who are serious about meeting hotwives will 

take the extra step and join a community of people who 

share like-minds. 

The Internet can be a final vault of information and 

opportunities as well, especially for bulls.  Many websites 

and sources seek out hotwives; however, most are not 

known to the general public.   

Some bulls are known to simply meet hotwives in lounges, 

department stores, and just around town. However, this is 

a hit-and-miss situation.   

Many bulls get lots of experiences by allowing those 

hotwives they've already serviced to do the advertising for 

them – and usually, this works great.   

We inserted a particular chapter on how to get referrals 

from hotwives. We highly suggest that you review it. We 



also provided a bonus section for other readings, bonuses, 

and a website we use, and so does thousands of hotwives 

and their husbands.   

We did not leave out anything of value that you will need. 

 

  



Part Four:  18 Horrific Mistakes to Avoid. 

 

There are many mistakes a bull can make. Being a bull is easy, 

but you really should know a few rules and boundaries.  Here is 

the list of dos and don'ts you should memorize. 

• Usually, the less you talk about yourself, is best. Most 

couples really don't care about your life – they only care 

about your performance. 

• When you're asked questions – give concise but brief 

answers. 

• You should smile and be pleasant. 

• Hygiene:  Make sure your body smells good from top to 

bottom. Clean your fingernails – keep them manicured. 

Make sure your breath is fresh without any fowl odor. Use 

your good judgment.  Remember, a woman's face is soft – 

whiskers can be painful for her.  Ask her what she likes. 



• Where clean clothes and shoes when you meet the couple. 

No wrinkled shirt and no dirty shoes. 

• Do not use vulgar language. 

• You should be punctual. Do not make the couple wait for 

you. 

• You should be polite, gracious, and gentleman-like, but 

not a prude.   

• Go with the Flow:  Whatever the Hotwife wants, you 

should be willing to accommodate.  Your job is to please 

her. 

• Go over boundaries with her or her husband.  What should 

do or say and what should NOT do or say? 

• Never offer to pay for anything.  The husband is usually 

more than willing to pay for dinner, drinks, and the room. 

• Allow the Hotwife to be as aggressive as she wants to be. 

• Ask the Hotwife what she likes. 

• Be polite and compliment her while in bed. Tell her she's 

gorgeous. Tell her she's hot.  Tell her she's sexy.  Tell her 

she tastes good. 

• Never use the "L" word – Love.  

• Kiss her if it is allowed – do not take kissing her mouth for 

granted. Some couples forbid kissing.  

• Once the Sex is done and the Hotwife is satisfied, it's 

usually best not to overstay your welcome.  You should put 

your clothes on and make a gracious exit – allow the 

couple to enjoy being with each other for the remainder of 

the evening. 

• Do not talk about other couples. All the couples you've 

experienced should remain confidential. 



• The couple probably will not give out their home address, 

but if they do – they NEVER show up without permission. 

• Never call the Hotwife on her cell phone – never email her 

unless she makes contact first.  You never want the couple 

to think you want the Hotwife ALL to yourself. 

• You should remember to be a "tool" for the couple and 

nothing more.  Do not expect to become their friend. 

• The more a couple can trust you and your motives, the 

more often you might be invited back. 

 

  



Part Five:  How to Get Referrals from Hotwives 

 

Many hotwives know other hotwives, and they meet them at local 

sex parties.   Many hotwives are hungry to meet other bulls.  This 

is one reason we wrote this book.  Again, there are hundreds of 

hotwives, probably in your local area, that are starving to meet 

YOU. 

The best way to get referrals from a hotwife is like anything else; 

you must be a good bull.  The better "bull" you are, the more she 

will want to share your gracious skills with other hotwives.  Just 

follow the 18 dos and don'ts from the previous chapter.   



A hotwife will not recommend you if you're a jerk or showed up 

late for the fuck date.  She sure shit won't guide you if you 

smelled bad. 

Many times a hotwife will ask another hotwife if she can 

recommend a bull for her.  This happens more than you know.  

Hotwives in a local area will also trade bulls.  One Hotwife will 

give contact info for their bull for a bull from another hotwife's 

stable. 

A couple will often build a stable of bulls.   

Usually, about 12 good bulls that are dependable and pass the 

dos and don't list. They will call upon a bull from the stable 

maybe once every two or three months. Your mission is to be 

part of several stables. 

Let's say you've created a rapport with only ten incredibly sexy 

hotwives in your area.  It would help if you tried to be part of 

their stable of bulls.  Each Hotwife might call for your services 

about every two months or so. If so, you could be servicing or 

fucking about 60 or so hotwives a year. 

I know that sounds like a lot, but it can happen.  It will take time 

to build trust with some couples.  Many husbands are cautious 

about utilizing the same bull very often.  The husband and his 

wife must trust that you have no emotional ties to his wife.  This 

is not healthy for anyone concerned. 

Bottom line:  Once you know exactly how to expose your services 

online and the referrals from several hotwives, then your sex life 

will never be the same.  Bulls are very much in demand at this 

time.  



It's probably best to keep your "bull" lifestyle private.   

Nobody needs to know all about your private sex life.  The 

couples will appreciate it as well.  Most hotwives and their 

husbands usually lead very personal sex lives.  Non-traditional 

couples couldn't possibly understand the lifestyle of a Hotwife. 

  



Part Six:  Other Books – and bonuses 

 

 

Discover all about the Cuckold (lifestyle): Hotwives always need 

bulls. The book is appropriately called CUCKOLD. 

My wife and I also compiled a book revealing our private sex life 

with several of our favorite real-life Hotwifing stories.   

A good friend of ours, Darren Chambers, wrote a book called 

"HOTWIFE." It's all about how to transform almost any woman 

into a Hotwife—a great book. We highly recommend it.  

Here is the private place to go to discover how to MEET 

hotwives. As a bonus, there is a free trial to see how you like the 

website. You'll meet hundreds of hotwives on this website, all 

starving for bulls—a great place to meet and share with like-

minds. 

Bonus – over 300 sex positions in full color. Full Free 

Access. 
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Your Positive Review is Appreciated. 

Thank you for ordering this book.  If you benefited from the 

contents of this book, please provide a positive review so others 

will be encouraged to discover this material.  THANKS! 

 

The following section is a FREE ebook about SEX 

and the private lives of people who enjoy different 

types of sexual lifestyles. 

 

SEX 
By 

Mandy Lane 

Copyright 2018 / PrivateLifestyles.com / All Rights Reserved. 
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Introduction 

 

First of all – SEX is excellent! 

 

You'll be receiving a Special Bonus as a reader of this 

Book! "SEX" is a Book that discusses several types of private sex 

lives of millions of people.  Do you want to increase your sexual 

pleasures?  It doesn't matter if you're male or female – my book will 

reveal exactly how to improve your sexual pleasures.   

I reveal the lifestyles that most people keep private, and many 

people prefer to keep secret. Why are some Sex lives private or 

secret?  Some men, women, and couples desire to share their sexual 

desires with others in a private matter. I even include a unique 

website that invites you to meet those of like-minds.   

 



Why do people keep their sex lives private?  The answer is 

usually shame or FEAR of judgment.  People tend to judge people 

harshly when they discover their sexual behaviors are anything 

other than "mainstream" or what "they" consider "normal." The 

sexual lines appear to be somewhat blurred today and determine 

what is mainstream or regular.  

This Book or website does not condone any sexual behaviors 

with children or animals and never will. I only expose the Private 

Lifestyles of consenting adults.  

Naturally, many people are curious about what others do 

behind CLOSED doors. So, with your permission, I will be peeping 

inside the bedrooms of a few very Private Lifestyles.   

Millions of people are living out their "NAUGHTY" fantasies, 

while millions remain only curious.  This eBook is for those the sexy 

lifestyles of millions of people. 12,578 people joined our particular 

community just LAST MONTH.  We are having a blast, and you 

could be missing out! This is why I bring you this powerful eBook.  

If you're curious about the private "sexy" lifestyles that are 

available other than the so-called "norm," then you're not alone.  I 

think you'll discover the "norm" may not be the "norm." In 

actuality, the "norm" may only be a word.   

Inside you'll find a discussion about many types of "Secret Sex 

Lives."  Some of the lifestyles and fetishes are not even known to 

many people. However, thousands, maybe millions of people, are 

having these experiences.  

Sex is usually a private matter.  Usually, most people share their 

sexual desires with those of like minds.  Most people who enjoy an 



alternative Private Lifestyle desire to share it with others and 

typically gravitate or find groups where their sexy private lifestyle is 

accepted and desired. 

Inside, you'll discover private lifestyles such as; swinging, 

couple swingers, single swingers, swinger parties, booty calls, 

transgender people, bisexual women, bondage S&M-

sadomaschismism, Hotwife, threesomes, cuckolding, PLUS many 

more.  

Hold on to your seat. It's going to be an exciting ride through 

some very erotic private lifestyles and sexual fetishes. 
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Legal Stuff:  

While every attempt has been made to ensure that the information presented 

here is correct, the contents herein reflect the views of the author. They are 

meant for educational and informational purposes only. All links are for 

information purposes only and are not warranted for content, accuracy, or any 

other implied or explicit purpose. No guarantees whatsoever, be it fiduciary or in 

terms of any guaranteed results, are made. As always, competent legal, 

accounting, tax, and other professional consultations should be sought where 

needed. The author shall in no event be held liable for any loss or other 

damages, including but not limited to special, incidental, consequential, or other 

damages.  

Warning: This is copyrighted material. It is illegal to copy, print, or use any 

part of this e-book for any reason whatsoever. Copyright 2018 / 

Privatelifestyles.com/ All rights reserved.  
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Chapter ONE  

BDSM – Erotic Play 

 

BDSM is the acronym. The B and D refer to bondage and 

discipline, and S and M to sadism and masochism. Refers to various 

erotic practices involving dominance, submission, other forms of 

role-playing, and more. BDSM has attracted much attention. 

However, there is some misunderstanding about what it is and isn't. 

The misunderstanding that BDSM is linked to violence or 

portrayed as acting against someone's permission is dangerous. It 

doesn't account for the personal dynamics that make BDSM a 

consensual practice.  

Many people are unaware of the playful, consciousness-

expanding, and even healing opportunities that BDSM offers. 



BDSM can do much more than add a bit of fun to an otherwise 

standard roll in the hay. 

Here are five issues more people should understand about 

BDSM: 

1. Fundamentally, BDSM is about sensation and power play. 

BDSM is by its nature not even about "conventional" Sex (i.e. 

involving genitals) — although it was often very erotic. As you may 

have assumed, BDSM often includes pain (particularly pain-as-

play), but it has also come a long way in recent years and 

incorporates a vast number of practices that aren't always about 

Sex. 

The sensation is often explored via impact play (such as 

flogging, spanking, etc.), pushing boundaries around play and 

pleasure, restraint, blindfolds, and objects. Power dynamics are 

explored through role-play, such as one partner being submissive 

(bottom) and the other dominant (top). The words "bottom" and 

"top" refer to sex positions on a literal level, though these identities 

can also be explored psychologically.  

BDSM can also be as simple as playing with rope or as 

complicated as a drawn-out "scene" with lots of props and a 

scenario that participants act out. 

2. You MUST have consent and safety for BDSM. 

Consent and an in-depth discussion of boundaries and physical 

safety are the absolute rules of BDSM. Safety — physical and 

psychological — is what allows BDSM to be everything it can be: 

fun. 



If you're new to BDSM, or exploring it for the first time with a 

new partner, it's essential to talk about what you like and don't like. 

How you will communicate "slow down" or "stop" in the heat of the 

moment, and how you will do "aftercare" to process it all later. This 

also means that you must know the signs of physical distress if 

you're playing with intense sensation. 

If you're not given a choice on how you want to play, it's 

suggested NOT to play. Non-consensual abuse is not acceptable- 

ever. For this reason, it's not advisable to dive into BDSM with 

strangers! 

3. It can be playful! 

If you've ever watched children play, you know that we humans 

are drawn to exploring boundaries and roles that involve power: 

good vs. evil, cops and robbers, and so on from our earliest years. In 

adulthood, we have even more options to explore this concept. 

Eroticism and power play happen to be a good fit. 

Likewise, the sensation can be an endless source of enjoyable 

exploration. Not to mention, exploring a few fantasies with a 

trusted partner (with discussion and consent) can be wildly 

entertaining! Even better is the underlying foundation of 

vulnerability that BDSM requires; the trust you and your partner 

build from exploring these new issues leads to deep bonding. 

4. It can be consciousness-expanding. 

BDSM is, like Tantra, a means of exploring consciousness. 

Sensation, like impact play or bondage, can leave you feeling that 

you are out of your body and even connected to something greater. 



Surrender is so crucial to experiencing an expansion of 

consciousness. So, similarly, the experience of being submissive and 

just "accepting" can also lead one into an altered state. When you 

feel safe and surrender, there are many ways to sink, slip, or expand 

into the beyond. Always play with someone you TRUST. 

5. It can be healing. 

Exploring sensation and power is much like psychodrama, and 

one which can lead to self-realization and healing. For example, 

finally taking the reins of energy if you have felt victimized or 

surrendering if you are always in control can reveal and release. 

If things take a detour and someone gets upset, the 

compassionate partner who respects boundaries can assume the 

role of healer. Even the most dominant, flogging, handcuff-wielding 

pro knows the importance of the well-timed cuddle—all the more 

reason to take consent and safety seriously from the beginning. 

BDSM, in offering such an intense context to explore eroticism, 

power play, sensation, and your relationship issues, is a rich space 

for personal development … as long as you play by the (agreed 

upon) rules! 

 



Get Private Party Schedules in your area.    

Meet Those of Like-Minds! 

How bondage works for those who enjoy it. 

Some people have different types of definitions for Bondage.  

However, most of my research simply spells Bondage as a concept 

that restricts the movement of a person. For some people, this 

produces sexual feelings or sexual responses.  

Many people have explored "tie and tease" and discovered it 

exciting to spice up their sex life. 

The most important aspect of bondage games is the 

word TRUST. Why should you Trust someone?  Many 

People are attracted to this type of play for several unique reasons. 

Being tied up allows some people to relax and enjoy being given 

pleasure. They do not have to give pleasure to their partner – this 

time is theirs.  

Others prefer to play-struggle against their  

restraints, and say it builds up an exciting adrenaline rush. 

Being blindfolded is supposed to heighten other sensations in the 

body. The person performing the bondage gets increased feelings of 

personal power, but of course, this must never be abused. 

First-time fun ideas for Bondage: 

Some things that first-timers can try out include: 

• You can take turns. Tie each other up with silk scarves and 
tease one another; 
 

• Tie the passive partner with something where he/she can 
easily escape. Such as paper streamers or a fragile chain. Then they 
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only have to stay in that position if they want to be there; 
 

• Blindfolding during Sex, massage, or kissing; 
 

• Furry love cuffs – handcuffs padded with fake fur on the 
inside to prevent chafing and can't close too far (which cuts off the 
circulation). 

 
Safe  tips: 

There are several safety issues to consider when playing 
bondage games concerning consent, abuse, and physical injuries.  

If you don't feel safe with something, then don't do  

it. There are hundreds of other things you can do 
instead.   Meet other people who are also into fetishes. 

• This is NOT something you explore with a stranger.  You 

don't know whether they are trustworthy or not until you know 

them better, however charming they may seem first. 

• Never let a partner coerce or bully you into any sexual 

practice you don't want to do. It's perfectly OK to say no. A 

decent lover will understand. 

 

• Talk about it beforehand and discuss what you plan to do. 

Say what you will or will not allow. These rules and limits are sacred 

and must not be broken during the game. 

• Couples often or usually create a safe word agreed before you 

begin. The safety word is a STOP word. A typical safe word is 

'enough.' The active partner must then stop what they are doing 

immediately and release the passive partner within seconds. 

 

• This is important. Never tie something around someone's 

neck unless it is a specially made collar for the purpose. There is a 

high risk of tissue damage, choking, or fatal strangulation. 

http://bdsm.com/go/g1231188-pct


Similarly, gags are potentially dangerous. 

 

• Another important guideline is this; If someone is tied up, 

they must never be left alone. The active partner must make sure 

they are comfortable, breathing correctly, and that nothing is 

cutting off their circulation. 

 

• NEVER try bondage in a remote place, just in case an 

accident leaves the active partner injured and the passive partner 

tied up with no way of getting help. 

 

• If BONDAGE is your first experience, then don't go straight 

into anything that uses complicated equipment. This is for experts 

only and has additional safety issues that you may not understand. 

 

• The rules of safer Sex still apply. Use condoms for 

penetrative sex. Drink and drugs can cause you to underestimate 

safety risks seriously. Avoid intoxication. 

The best reason is this;  when a partner is restricted, he or she 

is very vulnerable, and you must be able to trust one another 

completely; otherwise, these kinds of games should never be played. 

The active partner (or 'top') OBVIOUSLY should never use the 

session purely to fulfill their fantasies selfishly.  The active partner 

must think about the pleasure of the restrained partner. 

  



Chapter TWO  

 

 

Threesomes?:  This could mean mal-female-male, female–

male-female, or any combination of three people. 

 

A "3some" Can Vary. 

What the heck is a threesome? I do not believe an adult alive 

does not know what a threesome is about in today's times. 

  

Almost always, a threesome is when THREE people engage in 

sexual activities together. They might have Sex with each other in 

the same bed or wherever it's possible. 



How many ways can we spell threesome?  Well, a 3some can be 

a man, a woman, and another woman.  A 3some can be a man, a 

woman, and another man.  A 3some might be three women or three 

men.   There are several combinations of a 3some. 

Many people say the porn industry has made a 3some very 

exciting and popular. Millions of men and women fantasize about 

threesomes.  Most men fanaticize about being in bed with two 

women, with him being "King Kong." 

Most married men and some couples may also secretly 

fantasize about threesomes. Some couples fantasize about 3somes 

with their wife and another woman.  Many–wives are usually more 

prepared to visit a threesome situation more than others.  However, 

many wives are more than willing to share "hubby" in a variety of 

scenarios.  Sometimes it's called "swinging" in certain circles.  

However, with that said, the swinging lifestyle and the porn 

industry have loosened up the "taboo" subject of a 3some.  Again, it 

depends on the strength and the bond of the trusting marriage.  

 If the husband has been known to have affairs and has cheated 

behind his wife's back, this is probably a fragile relationship.  For a 

man or woman to bring in a 3rd person, there must be an element 

of "trust." 

What is a Secure and Trusting Relationship? 

Trust is the bond many couples experiences. They trust their 

partner will not leave them for another person. They do not fear the 

loss of their spouse to someone else. They are true friends and share 

a connected unbreakable bond.   

http://privatelifestyles.com/what-are-swingers/


Exploring and sharing sexuality with others outside of the 

confines of your relationship could be risky for those secure and 

genuinely bonded.   The couple must be genuinely connected 

mentally and emotionally.   

This type of bond allows the husband and wife to sexually 

explore each other while maintaining their emotional commitment 

and bonding. 

 

 

 

 

 

3some as a Man-Woman-

Man 

There is also an increasing number of men and husbands who 

are enjoying the thought of exploring an MFM scenario (male-

female-male) with their girlfriend or wife.   

In other words, they either are experiencing this scenario 

already, or they are fantasizing about it. They enthusiastically 

encourage their wife to enjoy another man sexually. 

The 3some scenario with the husband, wife, and another man 

has become extremely popular, but most couples keep it 

private.   The third person, being a man, is often called a "bull" 

in certain circles. 



The term "cuckold" and "hotwife " has been adopted by many 

couples.  Some men also prefer to watch a well-hung black 

man sexually satisfy his wife. 

These exceptional wives appear incredibly open to having sex 

with another man with her husband watches or 

participating.  These types of men respect and love their wives very 

much.   

Some say their bond and love for each other is more than other 

couples who are more traditional. The husband is very gentle with 

his wife.   

TRUST is the glue that bonds unique couples who enjoy the 

attention of others. 

Single "Bi" Ladies for Couple 3some. 

Swinging has become very popular in just about every city in 

the world.  It has certainly created a "frenzy" for threesomes. 

  

http://privatelifestyles.com/cuckold/
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 Single "bi" women are much easier to find than the old days of 

swinging.   

"Bi" women appear to have come out into the open more often, 

and it's much more acceptable for two women to enjoy themselves 

sexually. "Bi" women seek couples who are available to invite a 

single woman into the bedroom. 

This type of 3some seems to solve two fantasies.  One reason is 

this;   the husband gets to enjoy two women in bed with him, and 

the wife or g/f gets to satisfy her desire for another woman. 

There are many variations of sexual positions three people can 

do to make it an erotic and fun experience.   Naturally,  the porn 

industry is more than happy to show you a few scenarios. Discover 

more about erotic THREESOMES here.  

 

  

http://privatelifestyles.com/bisexual-women/
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Chapter THREE 

 

Sexy Role Play?: People who use fantasy characters 

combined with their partner and the sex roll play. 

 

1 – Some couples put a lot of effort into planning their  SEX 

ROLE PLAY.  Many couples will say, even the most minor 

details could be the most erotic to your fantasy.  Maybe your 

partner should listen and take notes about how he or she wishes for 

the roll play to happen.    

If she knows you well, she may not have to take too many notes, 

however.   Rehearse some dialogue. 

2 – Yes, it's always great to improvise your character– 

most couples do. Try to stay in character and help make the 

character as natural as possible to give your partner the fantasy 

he/she deserves. It can be loads of fun pretending to be someone 

else. 

3 – Creating a Realistic Role Play is EXTREMELY 

important to Some Couples.  It's always wise to discuss the dos 

and don'ts of the role-play you want to hear and don't want to hear: 

things you want to be done and something you will NEVER want to 

be done. 

4 – Most Couples Like to SHARE Scenarios or Sex Role 

Play they Both will Enjoy.    Some couples enjoy taking turns 

with their sexy fantasies". 



5 – Some Couples Usually Have Specific Stuff They 

Want to be Done or Said to Them". The partner should 

provide these dos and don'ts.  Even if it's not essential to you – it 

may be very erotic to your partner.  Try your best to give your 

partner the best sex role play possible.  And they will usually 

do the same for you. 

6 – Jump out of the box but don't forget this is about 

sexy fun for both of you.  Do not take it too crazy seriously. It's 

all about having fun in the bedroom. 

7 –Trust is everything when enjoying Sex with your 

partner. Discover a few Sex Role Play scenarios you enjoy, 

then feel free to repeat them with variation whenever 

you want, as long as you both enjoy it. 

 

  



Chapter FOUR 

CUCKOLD  

Why Cuckolding has been a "very private" lifestyle. 

The term cuckolding is an ancient word describing a man 

whose wife cheats behind her husband's back with her husband's 

permission.   

Sometimes it involves being humiliated by her and her lover.  

However, today, cuckolding doesn't always mean being humiliated, 

and the wife has Sex in the same room with her husband.  Her 

husband may watch or join in on the fun. 

Most men can't stand the thought of another man touching his 

wife, let alone having sex with her.  Many men will get NOT only 

emotional but will get physically ill at the mere thought of it.  A 

"cuck" encourages his loving wife to have sex with other men.   

Many marriages have been strengthened during the cuckolding 

experiences.  A great deal of trust is involved between a husband 

and wife to engage in these experiences.   

Cuckolding men are not usually jealous because today, 

the wife has Sex in front of him with other men, and it is 

sexually exciting for everyone involved.  

Cuckold is a fetish lifestyle where the man finds sexual pleasure 

from watching, listening, or knowing his wife is having sex with 

another man. This might seem strange and weird to many men, but 

to the Cuckold male, it is stimulating and natural. 



A true cuckold man loves his wife a great deal and is very 

respectful but enjoys watching his lovely wife being satisfied by 

other men. 

This extreme fetish is prevalent, and some CUCKOLDS call 

their lovely wives a "hotwife"- however, not all.  The "cuck" will 

often help his wife get all dressed to meet her lover.  To a cuck and 

his wife, inviting a new "bull" into their bedroom is very exciting.   

 

The wife seldom gets attached to the "bulls" in her life. She is totally 

and emotionally bonded to her husband. It's all only about having 

great SEX. 

Many times the wife will often keep the other man's semen 

inside her.  Sometimes her "cuck" husband enjoys what is known in 

certain circles as a "cream pie."  He will lick and suck the other 

man's seamen from the vagina of his wife.  Many "cucks" find this to 

be very exciting.   

The cuckold enjoys dressing his wife up and make sure she is as 

sexy as possible for the other man.   The CUCKOLD is USUALLY 

very excited by being humiliated and emasculated. 

The cuckold receives sexual arousal from feeling sexually 

inadequate for his wife.  Some cuckold men enjoy being 

verbally assaulted with words.  Statements like: "Oh my god, his 

cock is much bigger than yours. It feels better than your tiny dick.' - 

even if it's not true. 

The cuckold enjoys the pain of listening to degrading and 

painful words.  It's emotionally excruciating for him, and 

sometimes he breaks down sobbing– but he wants the mental pain 

of feeling jealous and verbally degraded. 



Some people, prominent couples, say the "cuckold" and the 

"hotwife" scenarios are different.    The wife is usually called a 

"hotwife"  often wears a small bracelet on her "right "ankle with a 

"key" symbol.  This designates her as a "Hotwife," and her husband 

enjoys having Sex with other men. 

The woman or wife, "hotwife," usually chooses the man she 

wants to have sex with, and the more she enjoys Sex, the more her 

husband likes watching. 

Many alternative lifestyles have been known to strengthen 

thousands of marriages and keep loving, fun marriages together.  

The secrets behind closed doors are often the glue that keeps 

marriages together. It's often a seldom talked lifestyle, and it 

usually remains a sexual fetish secret between the cuckold man and 

his loving wife.   

Learn more about the cuckold lifestyle here. 
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Chapter FIVE 

SHEMALES (Lady-Boys) What is this? 

"Private Lifestyle?". . . so, why are  Shemales (lady-

boys) growing in worldwide popularity? 

What's all the talk about?  What is a "Shemale” anyway?  A 

Shemale is a person who was born as a man with male 

genitalia.  (Penis and testicles)  He has no desire to have sex 

reassignment surgery.   Sex reassignment surgery like many 

transsexuals do. 

The "Shemale” usually takes hormone treatments, electrolysis 

(hair removal), and has breast augmentation. 

A Shemale's primary goal is to act and look as much like a 

female as possible but keep his male body parts.  This also means; 

wearing make-up, crossing dressing (female clothes), hair, etc. 

 The porn industry may use the name "Shemale” for its 

audience.  Shemales are often male prostitutes as well.   Some 

escort services may use the term "Shemale Dating." 

What type of person is usually more interested in Shemale 

dating?  Is it the women or the men?  What kind of men are 

intrigued with Shemales?   Are they straight men?  Bi 

men?  Homosexuals? 



Research May Surprise You. 

It has been said that most gay men are usually NOT interested 

in Shemales.  Not true? Most gay men are typically interested or 

have sexual desires for "men"  who look like men.  

Most gay men are usually not interested in other men who look 

like women.  Most gay men are generally more attracted to a more 

masculine male body. 

Straight women are usually not attracted to Shemales because 

they are also attracted to '" Men."  Women are generally attracted to 

"Men" who look and act like "Men''.   Possibly women who lean 

towards lesbianism may be tempted to a Shemale, but this is rare. 

Bisexual men can be attracted to Shemales.   

Bisexual men get the best of both worlds.  They get a person 

who, by all appearances, looks and acts like a woman – plus has the 

male body parts to go along with it.  How convenient, huh?  

So-called "Straight" (heterosexual) men who have no (real-life) 

sexual desire to be with a man but may act out secret (homosexual) 

fantasies with a Shemale.   

The Shemale person looks and acts very much like 

a woman.  The so-called straight man can wash away any 

homophobic fears much easier. 

The Shemale helps make the straight man feel like he's with a 

woman but has the extra male benefits.  There is a lot of shame for 

most men who have not accepted their homosexual thoughts or 

actions. Shemales are very convenient for these types of men.  

 



Many so-called heterosexual men often find Shemales sexually 

exciting and safe as they feed a secret homosexual fantasy without 

feeling like a "gay" man. The so-called straight man can live out 

(homosexual) fantasies much easier if the man looks like a 

woman. The only exception is; the male penis. 

For years, the PROFESSIONAL medical community would not 

ASSIST "Shemales” in acquiring the necessary hormone treatment 

or breast augmentation necessary for their transitioning phase. 

Why?  It was thought that "Shemales” only concern was to be 

part of the sex trade during a period.  Either porn or 

prostitution.  Shemales have a massive appeal to certain men, and 

they are in high demand.   

  



 

Chapter SIX 

SWINGING LIFESTYLE. The term Swinger is becoming 

a word of the past. Swingers are usually Adult Couples Who 

Enjoy Sharing Their Sexuality with Like-Minds! 

 Swinging Life Style is Growing in Popularity! 

The swinging lifestyle is what many swingers refer to as the 

"Lifestyle."  The Swinging Life Style is an open-minded, sexually-

oriented concept thousands of couples embrace.  They can enjoy sex 

with others while maintaining their emotional commitment to their 

significant other. 

The Swing Life Style has been gaining in popularity in the last 

few years. There are private swinger parties in nearly every town in 

America. 

Naturally, they are private. However, there are many swinger 

events and "bashes" open to the public as well.  Swapping wives or 

swapping husbands is usually part of the Swing Life Style. 

The Swinging lifestyle is worldwide—England, France, 

Germany, Spain, South America, etc.  The Swinging lifestyle is in 

nearly every town and city in America.  Swinging couples are 

exploring their sexuality with more popularity than ever.  

It is not the shameful stigma it used to have. However, most 

swingers still keep their lifestyle private.  There doesn't seem to be 

any sign of the Swing Life Style coming to an end anytime soon. 

Most couples who explore the Swinging Lifestyle usually have 

very bonded and trusting relationships. This provides the sexual 



freedom they require to explore SEX with others.  

 

Swinging couples usually feel free to explore their sexuality with 

others without risking the emotional commitment they have for 

each other. 

Do Swinging Couples Feel Guilty 

After Having Sex With Another Person? 

Couples who feel guilty are usually not bonded, and there could 

be a TRUST issue.  Guilt usually means the person feels they should 

be punished for doing something wrong to another person. If there 

is a trusted understanding and acceptance of emotional 

commitment, there shouldn't be any guilt.  

It may also depend on how new the couple is within the 

relationship.  Some people grow up with a sense of guilt and shame 

concerning Sex.  Sexual guilt seems to be an  

American obsession.  Sexual guilt is the shame someone has 

after breaking their sexual loyalty to another person. 

The answer to the question.  Do swinging couples feel 

guilty after having sex with others?  Usually, "NO! "  After the 

husband and wife have Sex in the (same room) with others, they 

typically become more bonded.  These have been the loving 

memories many swinging couples have had.   

No guilt or shame is required for swinging couples.  Neither of 

them broke the agreement and remained emotionally loyal to each 

other. Less than 2% of swinging couples divorce.  Compared to 52% 

of traditional non-swinging couples. 



Does an unfaithful wife or an unfaithful husband in a 

traditional so-called "monogamous" marriage feel any 

guilt? 

This is a simple question we can ask concerning traditional 

(monogamous) couples.  Millions of wives and husbands cheat on 

each other.  Do they feel guilty?   Has she been lying to him?  As 

he been lying and sneaking around behind her back?   Have they 

been disloyal to each other? Have they broken their agreement with 

each other?  Most likely. 

If they broke an agreement of NOT having sex with any other 

person other than their spouse, then there might be room for them 

to feel guilty or shame.  After all, an unfaithful wife or husband has 

been disloyal and dishonest.  This can be extremely painful for both 

of them. 

There used to be a time when boys were made to feel guilty 

after masturbating.   Americans, especially, have been inundated 

with sexual guilt for many years.  This is due mainly to "religiology" 

caused by particular churches and religions.  

 

Most swinging couples choose to break away from the "sexual guilt" 

that has cursed people for many years because of their religious 

upbringing. 

THIS IS IMPORTANT TO READ:  Most swinging couples are 

usually emotionally loyal to their significant other and have found a 

way not to confuse emotional loyalty with the ultimate sex act. They 

understand that SEX is a form of enjoyment and does not require 

them to remain monogamous. 



The wives or girlfriend can also explore her bisexual side with 

other women without hiding it or feel "guilty."  They can safely 

share their bi-sexual experiences with their husbands and women 

without feelings of "shame." 

In America, swinging couples have less than 2% 

divorce rate than monogamous traditional couples at 

about 52% divorce rate. 

A considerable percentage of traditional couples divorce due to 

INFIDELITY or sneaking around and participating in hidden secret 

affairs behind their spouse's backs.   

It is the "disloyalty" of the relationship that often causes painful 

feelings and divorces.  The trust among these traditional 

couples has been destroyed. 

Most swinging couples usually do not hide their desires for 

others from each other. 

 

 There is no reason to hide it.  They talk, discuss and experience 

having Sex with other people openly. Most swinging couples are 

best friends, lovers, and great companions. 

Most swinging couples who sexually explore with others will 

usually increase the bond with each other. It seems to create a 

tighter and more bonded relationship.   

 

Trust usually builds more and more. It's like you both climbed the 

highest mountain together and survived. What a thrill. Yes, it 

appeared dangerous, but we discovered the thrill of achieving what 

most people fear.  



Aman's wife has terrific Sex with another man – but she still 

comes home with him and loves "him" unconditionally.  The 

building of the trust factor occurs, and the relationship strengthens. 

This scenario happens more and more. 

The private swinger parties are usually by invitation only and 

hosted at a couple's home.  The neighbors do not need to know 

what goes on behind closed doors".  

The Swinging Lifestyle is not for everyone, and it is not 

intended to be – however, if the couple is in a bonded and trusting 

relationship and have desires for others, then the  

A Swinging Lifestyle may be quite enjoyable and beneficial.   

 

  



Swinger Parties?:  Does andDon'ts are very important if 

you want to create a comfortable erotic environment.  

 

The Most Exciting Place to Be! Discover Swinger Parties 

and in your area. Get it all here. Special bonus for readers of this 

ebook. Meet Those of Like-Minds.   

Swinging parties – dos and don't are essential to have a great 

time with others. 

Most people who are not familiar with the swinging lifestyle 

often imagine that swingers are many people running around 

having sex with anyone they can.  

This type of thinking is naturally untrue. Swinging couples are 

often more selective than the husband and wives who cheat on each 

other.  

Most swinging couples go to great lengths to choose the right 

couples to play with. If you're new to the swinging community, 

you'll be surprised to discover that most couples within the 

swinging community are very polite, courteous, professional, and 

kind. Let's discuss attending a Swinger Private Party.  Arriving 

at the correct time is essential.  Do not disrespect the host by 

showing up so late. It ruins it for everyone else. 

Meet Other People of Like-Minds in Your Area. Get your private 

party listing directory.  

 

http://www.privatelifestyles.com/home
http://www.privatelifestyles.com/home
http://privatelifestyles.com/


You take the chance of others who are already in the "act" feel 

uncomfortable and awkward.  You don't know where to belong in 

the group.  Inform the host beforehand if you are going to be late. 

Or you may not be invited again. 

Using Courtesy at Swinger Parties 

The lifestyle of swingers is something you learn as you go. However, 

if it is difficult for you NOT to be rude, kind, and friendly, swinging 

may not be for you. 

Courtesy and showing kindness and respect is the key to having 

an enjoyable experience at  Swinger Parties.  Be sensible, 

thoughtful, and understanding. 

If you ever think the swinging lifestyle or the swinging parties 

are only about YOU, then it's possible swinging will not work for 

you very well.  It would help if you always considered your partner 

and others as well. You should also help others fulfill their wants 

and desires and help others around you feel safe and comfortable. 

RSVP to Swing Party Invitations: 

You may have other plans when you're invited to a swinging party. 

Also, even if you do not wish to attend a party once you're invited, 

make sure you allow the host to know you appreciate the gesture 

and hope to make the next party.  Swing parties are similar to other 

parties where consideration is always necessary. 

It is very annoying for a host if they don't know how many 

people will show up. Reply by phone or email and just let them 

know your intentions. 

Should you bring a small gift for the swinging party 

host?  

http://www.sdc.com/index.aspx?ref=2257%20


Never show up to a party empty-handed unless it's impossible. 

Ask the host what you can bring to help out at the party. Make sure 

to bring something that is "Swinger" appropriate. 

A swinger gift card, a swinger game, swinger towels, or 

anything simple and not too expensive.  It shows your appreciation 

for the invitation.  Something racy or simple for  

the hosts every time you attend a swingers'' party. Treat this 

social home hosting party just like any other you would 

attend…there is very little difference. 

The Right Swinger Party Attire: 

Many swinging parties have different themes. It might be a 

Christmas party, a pimp and "ho" party, or a Halloween party. It's 

Halloween Swinger Parties or just a casual come as you are swinger 

parties. Try to dress appropriately. 

You should always wear the appropriate clothes that are 

practical and will be comfortable.  Bringing a small overnight bag 

with a robe or a nightgown is a good idea.   

 

 

 

Chapter SEVEN 

THE HOTWIFE PHENOMENON.  

Men who like to share their wives. "SHARING MY WIFE 

IS HOT. " 



 

 Hotwifing is a World Wide Phenomenon, and It's 

Growing in Popularity.  Why?! 

Thousands of men join the Hotwife Lifestyle every month.  

What is a Hotwife?  A HOTwife is an emotionally committed 

long-term woman or marriage, but she has SEX with other men 

with her partner's knowledge.  She is not sneaking around and 

having sex behind his back.  Another way to say it is this; 

A "hotwife" refers to a woman in a coupled relationship.  A 

hotwife enjoys sexual encounters with men other than her partner, 

and her partner wants her to enjoy herself sexually.  

He also gets excited watching her being satisfied by another 

man. 



Her husband or significant other is usually very much "in love" 

with his wife and also encourages her to have sexual fun with other 

men, but usually. At the same time, he's present, either watching, 

taking pictures, or video. 

TheHotwife's husband is almost always in the same room. The 

scenario usually looks like this: The husband or partner is highly 

turned on by his wife's or female partner's sexual activities with 

other men. 

The "hotwife's" man/husband derives pleasure and arousal 

from her exercising her sexual freedom.  Images and real-life 

visuals of her sexual experiences with other men plus her sexual 

excitement are highly arousing to "him." It's a win-win for both. 

Many times, the Hotwife is usually an exhibitionist for her 

voyeuristic husband or significant other.  They make the perfect 

couple.  

The Hotwife's primary concern is the enjoyment of her and her 

husband. She wants to put on a good show while remaining 

emotionally loyal to him.  

 

The Hotwife's husband or significant other usually has no interest 

in having sex with other women – he is sexually loyal to his wife or 

"hotwife."   This is a huge phenomenon happening right now. 

The wives and girlfriends are having a great time fucking other 

men . . .and any man who happens to fall between the legs of a 

"hotwife" will get a wonderful treat, indeed. 

The Man Who Meets a HOTWIFE Never Has To Worry 

About a Jealous Husband. 



The best part is; nobody has to worry about some crazy jealous 

husband – a matter of fact, he's hoping the man gives her the best 

fucking ever.   After all, he loves his wife. Why wouldn't he want her 

to have a great experience? 

So, where can you find the proper "understanding" man to help 

you with the "Hotwife" experience?   It's not always good to pick up 

strange men at bars or in public.   

 Most available men like that don't understand this Private 

lifestyle. You should find a community of people and "bulls" who 

fully accept this lifestyle.  

 

  



Chapter EIGHT 

TRANSGENDER DATING? A Very PRIVATE LIFESTYLE 

FOR MANY – learn more here. 

 

Transgender Dating – 

Thousands of People Date Transgenders. 

One of the most famous transgender people today is Caitlyn or 

Bruce. Average men and women and famous people are taking the 

plunge. 

  Transgender people are no longer hiding who they are.  

Society is slowly and certainly allowing others to express their 

sexuality and become whoever they wish. 

Are you seeking to date transgender people?  Some people are 

confused as to the meaning of transgender.   Transgender;  It is a 

person who lives as a member of the Opposite Sex, either full-time 

or part-time. 

Some transgender people enjoy and like their genitalia and do 

not plan ever to have SRS.  Most transsexuals cannot related to 

their genitalia, and many transgender people have Sexual 

Reconstruction Surgery (SRS). 

Transgender people can be male to female or female to 

male. 

 



Believe it or not, some men and women prefer only to date 

transgender people for various reasons.  Some say the 

communication is better and they can relate better to each other. 

Like thousands of Transgenders, they may feel better by going 

through electrolysis, Facial feminization, breast implants, and take 

cross-sex hormones.  Women often do the opposite. 

Unlike many transsexuals, they are not interested and "usually" 

will never obtain Gender Reassignment surgery. 

SEX with Transgenders with a Penis 

Usually, many transgender people M to F with a penis do not 

desire to penetrate (anally) a man.  They think of themselves as a 

woman.   

They want to be the one who is penetrated and protected in the 

arms of a strong man.   They are apt to  

perform other sexual acts, such as oral sex, toys, etc.  Some 

male transgender people may have desires to be with women as 

well. 

Transgender dating is not something everyone thinks about; 

however, many men and women have often wondered if 

possible.  Shemales has become a huge porn topic with many 

straight men – it is not popular for gay men. 

Tranny, Shemale or “Ladyboy” are all names of 

transgenders.  Sometimes these are names meant as slang for 

transgender males or females. 



Many people have made "Transsexuals" a popular term.  In 

order words, they go through with the (SRS) sexual recon structural 

surgery. 

"Shemales” are an example of Transgenderists but is usually a 

porn industry term and is not respectful to transgender people. 

Thai or Asian "Lady Boys" are also Transgenderists. They are 

usually (Male to Female) and very few (Female to Male) 

Transgenderists. 

Similarly, Transsexuals who don't obtain Sexual Reconstruction 

Surgery for health and other reasons are not included in this 

definition of Transgenderist. 

Transgenderists, until recent years, were treated poorly by the 

medical establishment and many in the  Transsexual Community. 

A misconception brought this on that they were ALL potential 

sex workers. While this is true for some, it is not valid for the 

majority. 

As a result, many started to obtain their hormones and inject 

silicone illegally (without the doctor's approval or permission), 

which became a death sentence. In addition, many therapists would 

not deal with them, causing them to keep their emotional problems 

to themselves.   

The Medical establishment now works with 

Transgenderists.  The problems appear to be 

diminishing.  Currently, most doctors prescribe hormones to 

Transgenderists to save lives. 



Taking hormones without supervision can be 

dangerous.  Hormones can have side effects, and Thrombosis 

(blood clots) can lead to death even under a Physicians care. In 

addition, there can be risks with Thyroid problems and liver 

disease. 

  



Chapter NINE  

BISEXUAL WOMEN "How to tell if she is bisexual?" 

Is Your Girlfriend or 

Wife a Bisexual Woman? 

Times have changed over the years. Being a bisexual woman is 

not longer a "taboo" thing. Many women are very open about their 

bisexuality.  

Naturally, bisexual women are nothing new.  There have been 

bisexual women forever.  Bisexual women have been "Queens" of 

countries and have certainly reached high places in government and 

all or most parts of our lives.  

Bisexual women, just like bisexual men, are capable of 

confusing the relationship or enhancing it. Having a relationship 

with a woman who also enjoys women can be an exciting and 

stimulating experience — so long as you are both prepared 

to explore.   

Being involved with a bisexual woman obviously has 

its advantages and extra adventures to enhance your sex life. 

True bisexual women have the emotional ability to "fall in love" 

with other women.   Many bisexual women call themselves bisexual 

because they enjoy the touch and the Sex of another woman – but 

she prefers to be in love with a man, her boyfriend, or her 

husband. In other words, she enjoys "playing" with another woman 

sexually. 



There are two versions of women who PLAY with other women: 

the bisexual woman and the women who have yet to experience 

another woman but are curious about their bisexual desires. In 

certain circles, these women are called "Bi-Curious." 

Here's how to tell if your girlfriend or wife is bisexual 

and whether or not she's ready to play with another 

woman. 

A bisexual woman is not something to take lightly.  It can be 

highly confusing and heartbreaking, and it might be challenging to 

deal with emotionally. 

The swinging lifestyle provides many advantages for "Bi-

Ladies" to explore and play. There are many types of swinger 

communities where you can share your desires with those of like 

minds. Go to PrivateLifestyles.com for more details. 

Many men believe bisexual women are ONLY for their 

entertainment. It's my opinion if your girlfriend or wife trusts you 

enough to tell you that she sexually desires other women, then you 

should treat her desires with respect.  

Treat her with kindness and accept her desires. If she decides 

that she wants to explore her sexuality with you and others, just go 

with the flow. If she doesn't suggest it, then don't push it. 

Does your girlfriend or wife openly appreciate other 

women's beauty? 

 

Women who enjoy other women can easily appreciate another 

woman's qualities 

http://privatelifestyles.com/


Bisexual women are a rare find.   They are generally not 

threatened by another woman's beauty and can join you in 

admiring other women. 

If your woman or wife can appreciate the beauty of other 

women, then this can certainly move in a particular direction of 

bisexual Sex. This certainly is not a definitive tell-tale sign that she 

is bisexual.   

If she can appreciate other sexy women, it means her mind may 

be open to observing other women. Naturally, it would be best if 

you went as fast as the slowest person and possibly she will enjoy 

exploring more. 

Does "she" refers to past bisexual experiences? Maybe a college 

experience?  Or best friend experience? 

Does she play with girls?  Has she played with girls in the past, 

then she will most likely talk about it. There has been lots of 

attention placed on bisexual women on TV and in the movies, etc.   

In the past 10-15 years, millions of young women have explored 

their sexuality with other women more than ever, primarily because 

of TV and social pressures.  

Many women have found the experience exciting, and others 

might explore a bisexual situation, then discover it's not for them. 

These women are usually heterosexual women and only prefer men. 

Maybe your woman has crossed over once or twice, but you 

never know unless you ask.  If she has and she enjoyed it, then 

perhaps she may want to explore the experience again.  You will 

need to probe for more information softly. 



She's into girl-on-girl porn.  This might be a sign your 

girlfriend or wife could enjoy another woman.  This will tell 

you a lot more than any other clue. If she can watch and enjoy a 

woman pleasured by another woman, she may want to explore the 

same experience sometime in the future.  

  



Chapter TEN  

 

 

 

 

Booty Call Lifestyle– Guess what? Booty Calls may not 

be just for single people. Couples who are in the mood for a sexy 

3rd or a foursome have booty calls too! 

The Booty Call – For Men and Women. 

The "booty call" partner often has a few things to think about 

before pursuing or creating "booty calls."   

All Booty Call partners must realize that their "boot call" may 

be here ONE DA and gone the next. They may not be around 

forever or whenever you want them.   

You can be easily replaced unless you follow 

 The proper rules it was designed to do. 

 



Here are a few safety rules you should at least think about. 

Most men and women who enjoy the "booty call" concept do not 

know how to maintain their "booty call."   

You must do certain things to ensure the "booty call" will be 

available at a moment's notice.  Your "booty call" can rot away if 

you allow it. You need to know about a few rules and boundaries, or 

you may end up like all the other booty-call losers. 

1st of all, you must be observant, and you cannot be 

selfish. 

Let's pretend you want to keep ALL the benefits that come from 

a "Booty Call." The secret is never to LIE or give the "booty call" any 

misconceptions about the "booty call" private lifestyle 

relationship.  Do not manipulate your "boot call" or make her or 

him feel they are MORE than just a "booty call."  

Do not ever make the "booty call" feel there could be emotions 

later in the "booty call" experience.  Do not allow the "booty call" 

partner to feel you could be a possible COUPLE someday. This is 

against the rules of the "Booty Call" concept. Do not play with 

someone's emotions. It's painful and NOT right. 

The "booty call" must also know the facts;  this is a fun booty 

call experience, and it is mutually what you agree upon.   Let the 

"booty call" realize they are very much appreciated and you enjoy 

the good Sex. 

The "booty call" is vital because it is what it is – a "booty call" 

relationship in which you both enjoy SEX – nothing more and 

nothing less.  Both of you will respect and appreciate each other 

more. Create value in a "booty call." 



The "Booty Call" 

Men and women enjoy good Sex.  Why not?  It's healthy, great 

exercise, and it feels great.  Plus, it's a wonderful stress reliever. 

 

For many people, it isn't easy to find the best man or 

woman who could be the right life partner.  What do you 

do in the meantime? We all love Sex. We're sexual 

creatures by nature. What do we do until we find that 

ONE life partner? 

Sometimes it can take many years to find the right life partner if 

a man and woman can have a mutual understanding to enjoy a 

"booty call" relationship. They understand it's only temporary until 

they finally meet or find a person they want to commit for the long 

term.  

The "booty call" experience works excellent, and it can be 

exciting until that day comes. Neither of you has any high emotional 

expectations – it's just good Sex. 

Here's a secret for MEN.  Did you know that women get horny 

too?  (just kidding)  Most men know this.  

Some men know this, but some do not: They love Sex!  They 

love cock!  They love to have orgasms.   They usually work hard all 

day and also enjoy relieving stress just as much as men – maybe 

even more! Enjoy a good "boot call." 

Many times SWINGING Couples have booty calls.  They may 

call upon a single woman or single man, or even a couple to join 

them at the last moment or when the mood strikes  



Be Kind and Show Gratitude to Your "Booty Call." 

Your 'booty call' must live guilt-free, and both provide the 

reward you deserve in a time of need.   When you have those horny 

late-night desires – you should keep your favorite "booty call" on 

speed dial.  

Use the "booty call" guidelines and always treat each other with 

respect and appreciation   

   



Chapter Eleven 

53 Sexual Fetishes – find more at PrivateLifestyles.com 

Millions of People Have Sexual Fetishes.  Which One 

Do YOU Have? 

Sexual fetishes are nothing new, but they're a lot more than 

most people realized.  There are sexual fetishes that run almost 

from A to Z.  This chapter will cover sexual fetishes from drinking 

blood to dressing up like cute animals to wearing diapers or women 

who are sexually attracted to men who commit heinous acts on 

other people.    

There are an incredible variety of sexual fetishes among our 

population. Some of them seem pretty tame, considered to others 

that will BLOW YOUR MIND. What causes sexual fetishes? 

There's no clear answer.  

Why would a man or woman develop a specific 

sexual fetish?   A particular sexual focus is like a seed that can grow 

into a tree. It's starting small but then grows into a fetish where it 

could be challenging to perform sexually unless the fetish is part of 

the play.   Whatever is causing the fetish usually takes control of the 

individual's sexuality and becomes part of their Private Lifestyle. 

 

http://privatelifestyles.com/


Somnophilia: Sleeping Beauty 

Men or women who like to watch their partners sleep have a 

fetish known as somnophilia.  This is usually about power and 

submission for both people—total control vs. total surrender. 

Acrotomophilia:  I Like When Something Has Been 

Cut Off. 

These are people who are sexual aroused by amputees. These 

are people who are sexually aroused by a person or lover with 

missing body parts.  There are lots of people who have this sexual 

fetish. It's called "acrotomophilia." 

Autoandrophilia:  Pretend I'm a Man. 

Women who are sexually aroused by dressing up as and or 

using active imaginations.   These women will roll play as 

men.  They have a fetish known as autoandrophilia. Both 

heterosexuals and lesbians are both games for this fetish. 

Masks: Blindfold Me 

Some people like to wear masks or blindfolds during Sex – this 

doesn't mean they have a fetish.   However, if you find it difficult to 

be aroused without wearing the "mask, " you may have a sexual 

fetish about wearing masks during sexual activities. 

 

  



 

Dacryphilia: Are Those Tears? 

Some people get sexually aroused by watching someone cry.  

Tears actually excite them sexually. The emotional intensity that 

comes after making nice with his/her "victim" – is called a 

dacryphiliac.  Do you enjoy making people cry? 

Odaxelagnia: Bite Me 

Are you a biter?   Or maybe you find being bitten sexually 

arousing? If you're a biter and get sexually aroused when you bite or 

nibble on your partner, it is called odaxelagnia. 

Claustrophilia: Lover of Tight Places 

These people enjoy and are sexually around inside tight places. 

Being confined inside a tight spot is sexually stimulating for these 

people. If you like it – and you actually enjoy it a lot – you might 

have "claustrophilia." 

Mechanophilia: Inspector Gadgets 

Do gadgets, cars, or machines sexually arouse you? Some 

advertisers have geared their advertising to thousands of people 

who have this fetish. Some people get sexually aroused by these 

items.  This is why advertisers often mix Sex and cars in the 

commercials. 

Hematolagnia: Vampire Sex 

This is a prevalent sexual fetish—people who get turned on by 

drinking blood from another person. A fetish known as 



hematolagnia involves using or even drinking blood in a sexual 

manner—this more widespread than we think. 

Hybristophilia: Criminal Love 

Criminals and even serial killers get a ton of males from people.  

Most women write to criminals. Women with a fetish known as 

hybristophilia are attracted to criminals, even those serving time for 

some horrific crime.   

It's very similar to those attracted to the "bad" men types in our 

society. 



 

Actirasty Arousal to the sun's rays 

Agalmatophilia Arousal to statues 

Anasteemaphilia Arousal to a person of extreme stature, either giant or 

dwarf 

Autogynephilia Arousal to oneself [male only] in the form of a woman 

Autoplushophilia Arousal to oneself dressed as a giant cartoon-like 

stuffed animals. 

Chasmophilia Arousal to caverns, crevices, and valleys 

Climacophilia Arousal to falling downstairs 

Coprophilia Arousal to feces 

Exhibitionism Arousal to displaying one's sexual organs in public 

Fetishism Arousal to objects that have been in physical contact with the 

desired person 

Formicophilia Arousal to insects 

Frotteurism Arousal to touching a stranger surreptitiously in a crowded 

place 

Gerontophilia Arousal to the elderly 

Katoptronophilia Arousal to Sex in front of mirrors 

Knismolagnia Arousal to being tickled 

A- Z fetishes –Discover a few more Sexual Fetishes that will blow your 

mind!  
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Chapter Twelve 

 

 

Nudist LifeStyle 

 

 

 

Nudist Lifestyle: The Benefits Are Incredible. 

How is Nudist Defined?  The Nudist lifestyle is alive and well.  

Nudity has nothing to do with Sex – however, the lifestyle has a variety of 

hidden benefits. Nudists almost always prefer being nude – indoors and 

outdoors.  Most "real" nudists enjoy sharing their nudist lifestyle with 

others. 

  



Some nudists prefer to be called "Naturalists." Naturalists feel they are 

closer to God's creations, the spiritual aspects of being human.  Many other 

nudists simply feel more relaxed and more comfortable.   

Most nudists will say they feel much freer without the binding of clothes 

and shoes usually worn in everyday life. 

Some nudists enjoy nudism at nudist parks and resorts for another 

reason. They feel it's easier to bond with another "nude" human being easier 

without judgment.  

Nudists are not wearing anything that sets them apart, such as; 

expensive jewelry,  watches, nice suites, or cars. Status symbols seldom 

appear inside a nudist park or community. Some nudist parks and resorts 

do not allow, or they have limitations on body piercings and tattoos. 

Nudists are usually almost forced to be truthful. After all, they can not 

hide behind their clothes, a house, a car, or jewelry.   

Nudists seldom have any pretense as to who they are. They are simply a 

nude person enjoying the experience of being alive.  Relationships become 

more substantial too. There is something about meeting other people in the 

"nude." There is no prejudgment of who the person is or social status.   

Most nudists simply view another "human" being in his/her natural 

physical body. The nudist lifestyle can be an extremely spiritual experience.  

Just relax and go with the flow. 

The Nudist lifestyle is unique in its philosophy. There are hundreds of 

nudist communities, parks, and resorts worldwide that embrace the 

"naturism" lifestyle. Many spiritual naturalists also raise their children with 

this unique non-judgmental nudist lifestyle.  

 

Many nudist parents do not want their children to grow up with "body 



shame" or being judgmental about other bodies. They want their children to 

have a healthy mind concerning their bodies and sexuality.  

Nudity has nothing to do with SEX. Nudist parents say they want their 

children to have a healthy non-shaming view of the nude human form. 

 

Nudism or Naturalism is a natural way of living.  A lifestyle that is free of all 

clothing and "judgment." More about nudism here. 
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Chapter Thirteen 

 

Get Instant Access to over 300 sexual 

positions—full-Color Photos. 

Everyone knows a few sex positions, but not everyone knows some of 

the best positions.  Discover sex positions that most people never knew 

existed. 

Get it all here. 

 

  

https://www.chinhnghia.com/Kamasutra-365sp.pdf
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Conclusion 

 

Get my bonus at the website.  If you wish, you'll also receive special 

notifications of meet and greet parties in your area. You're under no 

obligation, but if you'd like to meet others who have the same or similar 

lifestyles, then I can help make it all available to you.  You can discreetly 

meet others with like-minds and create many lasting friendships. 

Get your BONUS at the website. Thanks again for reading my eBook. It 

means a lot to me.  Learn more at PrivateLifestyles 

Get your bonus right here.   
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Get your special bonus now. Meet others of like-minds in your area. Get 

a calendar of special swinger events and parties in your area. No obligation. 

No pressure.  Just relax and have fun.  

.  

Get Instant Acces to your Bonus now. Click button. Don't be left out. Weekly 

parties in nearly every city in the nation.  11,578 people joined last month. 

If you enjoyed this book and feel it has been beneficial, then please 

leave a positive review.  It will encourage others to receive the same 

benefits and the free bonus as well.   

Thank You! 

Get Connected. Get eGift. 
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